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After talking with John at the start of the recording sessions for the latest Dream Theater album, John 
wanted to look at building on his tone further with Ashdown, he had been using our ABM-600’s for some 
time now and wanted something to further the relationship and having never done a signature pedal 
before we wanted to produce something worthy of such a monster player.

After talking with his tech and long-term Dream Theater crew chief Maddi we gained an idea of what was 
required to sit in line with his amps and instrument. The Music Man Bongo has quite a unique tonal quality 
to it and his signature 6 string sounds and plays like nothing else. Bass distortion requires a strong gain 
structure to replicate a vast range of frequencies and with Johns playing this needed to be right. John had 
this to say about it:

‘I absolutely love the pedal, I have been using it in a DAW setting and I think it’s going to translate well in a 
live show setting as well, it’s always great to have an option like this, I needed this! Thank you for creating 
such a great pedal. Drive 1: Is great at harmonic distortion. Drive 2: Offers a great tweak in bass presence 
being able to bring it out without getting in the way of itself.’

The pedal features as above two individual distortions that can be stacked to achieve new levels of gain. A 
transformer isolated Di for use with FOH or DAW interfaces, built using 1.6mm Zintec with a .9mm alloy 
over panel ensures the pedal is built to last. Dual VU meters adorn the top of the pedal registering the 
Input and Output signals of the pedal to ensure a correct gain structure dependant on input source.

The pedal will come with a selection of cables and accessories to ensure you can use it straight out the box 
including 2 x 6ft instrument cables 1 x XLR-XLR cable and a 9v power supply.

 

- Power Requirement - 9-18v External Power Supply Centre Pin Negative
- Drive - 2 Channels
- H x W x D (mm) - 60 x 180 x 120
- Weight (kg) - 1.2

 

Drive 1
With Gain, Loud & Tone controls you have complete control over this subtle distortion.

Drive 2
A vintage style fuzz provides warm growls to face-melting overdrive. Once you stack with drive 1 the 
overdrive tones become limitless.

Output
Comes with a Pro transformer isolated balanced DI output to connect to Front of house or any line level 
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input. Also with a ground lift when required for no unwanted noise.

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


